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a. Executive Summary
The TL2 project of the Lukuru Foundation started in 2007 in order to discover an
unexplored forest area in the center of DR Congo. It grew around discoveries of
new animals and important populations of rare or threatened species. It also grew
in response to requests of local people and threats to their forests. Funding
happened piecemeal, in response to immediate needs. As funding was annual, often
what was proposed went well beyond what could be accomplished. Not
infrequently a conservation crisis would reorient priorities partway through a
year’s funding. What emerged, as the consistent direction, was protection of the
TL2 landscape with the knowledge and monitoring to allow measurement of
success. Two levels of protection are sought, strict protection within the
national park, but a more community-based approach in the park buffer zone.
This cooperative agreement pushes overall goals of the project beyond one year and
beyond what can be funded by a single donor: “The purpose of this five-year
cooperative agreement is to support a conservation effort in the Lomami Basin,
Democratic Republic of Congo, by supporting the declaration and management of a
new national park and by working with local communities on the park periphery to
better secure forest resources from illegal wildlife trafficking.”
In its first year the cooperative agreement has been adopted as the general
platform by traditional TL2 funders. This includes USFWS, Arcus Foundation
and the Full Circle Foundation. Important new funders joined in 2015
including Wildcat Foundation and the Rainforest Trust, such that the
Cooperative Agreement budget, as conceived, was entirely funded. There was
also independent funding from Edith McBean for the specific objective of
bringing on a consultant to increase administrative and financial efficiency
and transparency.
The cooperative agreement encourages us to build a TL2 structure for the future.
We have hosted international interns, held on the ground training for Congolese
Nationals and seek further international training for our most promising staff. This
multi-year assurance gives us the perspective necessary to pursue a long-term
identity.
In the latter half of 2015 we continued our botanical surveys and expanded
camera trap monitoring. We have opened a new part of the park, Mpechi, to
monitoring work. In the north, through the work of our PALL team we
disabled an elephant poaching racket; this effort is ongoing. We also have
started the process of opening the new village to replace the old village of
Obenge, that was located in the park.
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b. Reference Waypoints and first rainfall data work-up
Table 1
Two principle base camps on the
Lomami River
Katopa in Maniema Province
Obenge in Orientale Province
Buffer zone camp where C. dryas was
found
Bafundo in Maniema Province

Latitude

Longitude

-2.74669
-1.38323

25.10081
25.03869

-2.79959

25.48626

Figure 1. Average monthly rainfall (2009-2014) at southern Base Camp (Kaptopa).
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Figure 2. Days with measurable rainfall (2009-2014)at Katopa (waypoint above).

c. description of activities undertaken to achieve each objective in the project
proposal
Table 2 - Outputs - below
Output Explanations – text following Output table
Outputs - sent as Annexes and referenced in Table 2
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Table 2: OUTPUTS
Far right column states status of Activity and may refer to MOV (annex) or Output Explanation (separate text)
Objective

Activity

Anticipated Output

Status of Activity: outputs in
Annexes 1-7; further explanation
in “Output Explanation”

Across All Objectives: Cross-objective personnel, travel, field bases, lodging and bank fees are securely integrated into project
0.1 Admin processes are consistent 0.1.1. Bring on conservation
Report of consultant and new
0.1.1.1 is Sarah’s combined ToRs for twotrips
across project and based on
admin expert to train TL2
formulas
to Congo and remote work in States
written policy
teams
0.1.1.2 photos of Sarah Wilson’s training
* see Output Explanation
0.2 Financial processes are easy to
0.2.1. Bring on new accountant
Staff trained to use new forms
0.2.1.1 is the ToRs for which Jacques
track and consistent across project on train current staff
and financial system on
Lumbaye was hired after reviewing many
quickbooks
candidatures
Objective 1. The Lomami National park exists with a management plan, surveillance informed by monitoring and coordination between partners.
1.1 The Lomami National Park is
1.1.1. Promote and facilitate
After handoff, the statute is
* see Output Explanation
gazetted
pertinent meetings
signed
1.1.2. Relocate village Obenge to TL2 has opened the site
1.1.2.1 reports and photos
Bangaliwa (=Obenge2)
(cleared forest), and built their
camp
* see also Output Explanation
1.2. Management plan adopted
1.2.1 Draft and adopt short
Partners collaborated to write
1.2.1.1 a PO or operational plan is being
term management plan
a one year Operational plan
circulated between partners and ICCN
* see also Output Explanation
1.3. Feedback exists between
1.3.1 Recruit and train guards
A first guard training is
1.3.1.1 photos and report from Leon Salumu
surveillance and monitoring
underway with project TL2
(TL2 agent assigned to help mobilize the
recruits
training)
*see also Output Explanation
1.4. Threats reduced within Park
1.4.1 Project TL2 participates in TL2 organizes surveillance
1.4.1.1 TL2 surveillance report
patrols
In 2015, one person in ICCN- Lomami, Trésor,
was sent to our project for training. He is
now an intern team leader. All other team
leaders as well as data summary and analysis
is done by TL2/Lukuru.

1.5. Surveillance of park is assured

1.4.2 Project TL2 aids ICCN in
arrests

PALL created and effective

1.5.1 Assure bonuses to
collaborating FARDC and park
guards

Patrols carried out throughout
park with security personnel
and trackers

*see also Output Explanation
Two cases in Maniema province showed close
collaboration between Pall and surveillance.
*Output Explanation
1.5.1.1. (see 1.4.1.1) Maps of park as covered
by surveillance patrols and results in terms of
threats seen, arrests made and snares
removed.
Most patrols are now accompanied by
military. Management is difficult as we are
not part of the military chain of command
(our national contract is with ICCN not
FARDC!) Nor is conservation part of their
mandate despite great collaboration from
some of their commanders.
As above

1.5.2. Bring on local staff for
As above
patrols
1.5.3. Assure rations for patrols As above
As above
1.5.4. Assure local
As above
As above
transportation
1.5.5. Make available field
As above
As above
equipment for patrols
1.5.6. Make available satellite
As above
As above
communication for patrols
Objective 2. By 2019, local populations on park periphery have stronger resource tenure reducing pressure on park resources.
2.1 Reserves around park granted
2.1.1 Provide support to
Ministry and CCPF informed
we are not yet arrived at this stage.
legal status (hunting zones,
ministry and CCPF for creation
by community of desire for
community forests…)
of “reserves” in Maniema
Reserve and they take action
2.1.2 Bring in outside expertise An expert is working with
plan to do this in conjunction with Professor
to work with communities and
traditional communities and
Makana of the University of Kisangani.
Province to create reserves
bringing them together with
necessary provincial
In a proposal that will be funded by USFWS JR
authorities
Makana states:
TL2 plans to establish a series of community hunting
zones all around the Lomami National Park (LNP). To
reach this objective, a vast consultation work is needed
to map clan’s lands in a participatory manner, identify
community needs and expectations, and develop
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livelihood activities capable of reducing pressure on
wildlife and forests. A researcher from the Department of
Sociology, Dr. Papy Bambu, will help with the
consultation process during 2016. A field visit will be
made by Jean-Remy and Papy in the beginning of 2016,
and a graduate student will be selected to continue the
process under Dr. Bambu’s supervision.

2.2 Communities participated in
creation of rules and management
plan for Reserves around park

TL2/Lukuru F14AP00620

2.1.3. Provide support to
ministry and CCPF for creation
of “reserves” in Tshopo
2.2.1 Support ICCN and chiefs in
discussions concerning
management of Reserves

Ministry and CCPF informed
by community of desire for
Reserve and they take action
Villages watch films
concerning forest and discuss
possibility of reserve

2.2.2 Support Local chiefs who
convene meetings to discuss
common hunting grounds

Local chiefs hold discussions
and circulate their common
decisions

2.2.3 Provide outreach to help
explain local rights and the
needs for protection from forest
abuse

Alternative activities
undertaken within villages
that will create Reserves in
order to strengthen local
people and alienate bushmeat
lobby

2.2.4 Assist the community in
describing and demarcating
limits to Reserves

Provide materials and
expertise to mark the limit of
the Park and Reserve

Page

We are not yet at this stage.
2.2.1.1 Report of our outreach director
concerning village level showings of INCEF
films and subsequent discussion. Four
reports are available, only one in annex. Also
in annex, list of villages where films shown.
* see Output Explanation
2.2.2.1 Decision of the Balanga concerning
limits of park and need for statute to protect
forests outside the park
2.2.2.2. Photos from visit of Secretary of
Balanga to the border villages to warn them
of hunting in park
2.2.2.3. The chief of the Bangangele convenes
a tambiko to control the use of the buffer
zone by outsiders (Tetela from Kasai in
particular)
2.2.3.1 Beni’s report of his consultancy to set
up fish ponds in Balanga and Bangengele
sectors
2.2.3.2. Leon’s report of the help from the
Province to allow the fish pond project to
advance, and eliminate bushmeat lobby
blockage
2.2.3.3 Matthieu’s report about fish pond
project after trip of provincial authorities
2.2.4.1. Maurice Emetshu’s report concerning
the delimitation of the Park where natural
boundaries don’t exist.
*see Output Explanation
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2.3. Rules are enforced in the
hunting zones

2.3.1 Provide training and
materials

2.4. Support for the park increased
in the buffer zone/periphery

2.4.1 Faunal baselines
established to allow evaluation
of success of buffer zone
programs

Adequate part of peripheral
population trained and
materials for monitoring
available
Baselines exist

Objective 3. Populations on park periphery experience greater security due control of criminal activity
3.1. By 2016 surveillance of
3.1.1. Work as guides, provide
Military and guards are able to
criminal activity has improved
communication, rations and
work with adequate rations,
within the Park.
information as collaboration
communication and
with military and guards to
information
improve efficiency and results
3.2. By 2017, criminals
3.2.1. Monitor the followCourt proceedings related to
apprehended during surveillance
through of captured poachers & criminal activity are followed
are removed and further criminal
criminals
activity is deterred with publicity
and legal follow-through

3.4 Conservation presence in the
north, Tshopo (Orientale), is
improved

3.2.2. Publicize the proceedings,
accusations, evidence and trials
of all arrested criminals

Publications

3.4.1 Develop multiple base
camps (Bangaliwa, Elingalale,
Bimbi)

Base camps are built

*see Output Explanation

2.4.1.1. Camera trap photos from the camera
trap grid south of Bafundo in the buffer zone.
It is hoped that we will be able to develop a
monitoring method based on these grids set
up at fixed time intervals in the same place.
* see Output Explanation
3.1.1.1 various photos of our collaboration
with different military contingents and park
guards – all occurring after August 2015
*See Output Explanation
3.2.1.1 PV of minister’s speech relative to
arrest of FARDC commanders
3.2.1.2 Our purchase of tickets for these
commanders to bring them to Kin for trial.
The fact that the tickets were not used shows
the limits of our reach into the miitary
3.2.1.3 List of arrests, the court identification,
and follow up of each case.
*see Output explanation
3.2.2.1 photo of the minister in Maniema and
a woman arrested with a great deal of
bushmeat during the closed season; also
same minister with a hunter arrested with 4
dead bonobo
3.2.2.2 photo of the minister addressing the
press in Tshopo after arrests of military for
elephant poaching
3.4.1.1 photos of early stages of Bangaliwa
3.4.1.2 update on where we are with
Bangaliwa from Dino Shwa
*See output explanation
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3.4.2. Put small permanent
base closer to park, in Opala

A “house and court” to act as
3.4.2.1. Picture of Labama’s house. We are in
permanent base in Opala is
negotiation with Senator Labama
rented
Objective 4. By 2019 the ecology and conservation status of park are better known and monitored; the information used to adapt surveillance and
protection, raise the park’s profile and foster interest and field work from a larger group of scientists and conservationists.
4.1 A better understanding is
4.1.1 initiate the elephant
Teams carry out elephant
Not yet initiated
developed of key fauna, flora and
census in early 2016
census in Tshopo province
habitat distribution
*Output Explanation
4.1.2 Carry out a second 3
Results exist from a new
4.1.2.1 information from Modestine and
month botanical plot survey
habitat type as well as
Reddy (plant list)
additional data from a
4.1.2.2. List from herbaria from there fertile
previously sampled habitat
collections
4.1.3. Train university
graduates

4.1.4 Extend bonobo
monitoring to Mpechi block
4.1.5 Have two camera trap
grids on two different blocks
4.2 Information is acquired on
threats and conservation targets

4.2.1 Calculate and report
animal presence and threats
from recces (patrols)
4.2.2 Encourage guards on
monitoring teams
4.2.3. Report monitoring
results to ICCN
4.2.4 Calculate and report
results of bushmeat study
4.2.5 Monitor the bushmeat
trade
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University graduates are
interns and more university
graduates are regularly
brought onto the teams as
employees
Bonobo grid set up and walked
regularly, nest disappearance
study carried out
Results from camera trap grid
surveys exist, are organized
and analyzed
Relative animal presence
known and threats
determined. Both included in
reports
Faciliate and encourage at
least one park guard per TL2
surveillance monitoring
The ICCN receives monitoring
report
Results from the 2015
bushmeat study are available
This carried out over two
months

Page

4.1.3.1 photos
*Also Output Explanation
The grid has mainly been set up but
monitoring has not started
*see Output Explanation
Next grid will be Mpechi. Other grids that will
be set up include another in Tshopo and
Emame in Maniema.
4.2.1.1 patrol results as in 1.4.1.1 and 1.5.1.1
Animal recordings from patrols are a
recording of animal presence and ultimately
relative abundance.
Up until recently essentially all guards were
on our teams, but there were very few. This
expected to change as guard training
continues.
The maps from the patrols have been sent to
the “chef de Site” ICCN
Currently under analysis.
As above
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4.3 The park’s profile becomes
known among key audiences and
interest is fostered by a larger
group of scientists and
conservationists

4.3.1 remodel blog

Blog with new pages and more
information is on line

Although we have started to gather
information; none of the remodeling has
happened and may require special help

4.3.2 produce first annual fact
sheet

Widely distribute two page
Information being collected and prepared but
update with information from
fact sheet not ready
patrols, buffer zone and park
status. Includes maps and
some photos
4.3.3 show INCEF films to
Villages have seen and
4.3.3.1 as in 2.2.1.1
village audiences
discussed films
* see Output Explanation
Objective 5. The TL2 project, for another 10-20 yrs., has a motivated and professional management and implementation team to carry on in the field
and to represent the project to authorities and donors; and a financial team to provide oversight of project funds.
5.1 Competent team leaders are in
5.1.1 Hold training camp for
University trained students get *See Output explanation for list of Congolese
the field
university graduates
field experience and the best
University graduates trained and on project
are integrated into the project
in 2015
5.1.2 Send staff for training at
Four TL2 staff receive training Two are in second year; two are in first year
Garoua
at Garoua
* Output Explanation for names and more
information
5.1.3 bring on Congolese
As in 5.1.1.
As in 5.1.1.
University graduates for field
5.1.3.1_with lab at Florida Atlantic University
internship
we have collaboration for mutual help
5.2 Staff training facilitated for
5.2.1 Support PALL leaders or
Pall leaders receive training
This has not happened
those who can further conservation others for further internships
elsewhere and/or an Eagle
*see Output Explanation
politically
trainer comes to Congo
5.3 Training is encouraged for
5.3.1 Write up terms of
An document explaining
This will be written by Sarah Wilson but is
someone who can represent
agreement for volunteers and
responsibilities taken on by
not yet available.
project internationally and at high
interns
volunteers/interns and those
diplomatic level
taken on by project is available 5.3.1.1 Several international volunteers came
to TL2 this year.
*See Output Explanation and photos
5.3.2 TL2 candidate prepares
for training in lab in USA (FAU)

TL2/Lukuru F14AP00620

Pablo Ayali (camera trap
experience) becomes
proficient in English and
passes GREs

Page

5.3.2.1 Slow progress, but determined.
Pablo’s account of studying and taking Toefl
in Kampala
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5.4 Staff with financial
5.4.1 see, training for current
Willy Mekombo is preparing to 5.4.1.1 Toefl and GREs have been taken
responsibilities is further
program manager
apply to several schools in the
developed
USA.
Objective 6. A cross-agency program works to stop illegal natural resource exploitation in and around the park.
6.1 Establish Eagle-like network
6.1.1 bring on trainers or have
Top Pall operatives become
*See Output Explanations
based in Kindu and Kisangani
top staff go out for training
interns for Eagle training and
Eagle experts come to TL2
6.1.2 Organize field missions
Through field missions and
6.1.2.1 Pall final report also se3.2.1.3 Pall
and work with informants in
informants arrests are made
table of arrests and prosecutions
and around the TL2 landscape
criminal activity in TL2
controlled
6.13 Assure media coverage of
This is largely by radio as there are no
arrests
written newspapers in Kindu and Kisangani
but wide coverage is assured
See 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2
For the elephant poaching in Tshopo this was
much more widely distributed via MFE
(March for Elephants) whom we contacted.
Our hope is that pressure from CITES might
push the high level general out of office, if it
becomes evident that there is international
knowledge of military poaching elephants.
6.1.4 Assure follow through at
In July reported the atelier to train judges in
judicial and punitive level
Kindu
See also
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OUTPUT EXPLANATIONS
In the far right column of Table 2 we note whether there is an MOV sent as a
separate Annex (labeled for the Objective and sub-objective that they treat in the
Table)
Alternatively, we direct the reader to the explanations below where we may include
MOVs or explanations about the status of an activity. The text is arranged by
Objective and activities (each relative to a sub-Objective).
Across All Objectives: Cross-objective personnel, travel, field bases, lodging and
bank fees are securely integrated into project
Activities 0.1.1 and 0.2.1- Greater administrative efficiency and capacity with
minimal additional administrative weight: We did this by bringing on a consultant,
Sarah Wilson, who is transferring our accounting system to quickbooks, giving us
TL2 project-adapted policy documents and financial reporting documents, and
training our staff to use them. She helped in the hiring of a project accountant
(0.2.1.1) and also a part time accountant to help in Kisangani where there is little
infrastructure, but where we expect rapid growth this year.
The professionalization that these activities provided, are also an essential support
for Objective 5. Objective 5 develops the project such that it will continue into the
future with a high quality staff even after some of the current senior staff reduce the
scope of their contribution.
Objective 1: The Lomami National park exists with a management plan,
surveillance informed by monitoring and coordination between partners.
Activity 1.1.1 – Gazettement of Park: At this point we have only an indirect impact
on speeding the signing of the Lomami National Park statute. It has moved from the
national ICCN (park service) to the Ministry for the Environment, then from the
Ministry of the Environment to the cabinet of the Prime Minister. We are told that it
is currently under review by the Cabinet of the Prime Minister. Our source of
information is the Provincial Minister of the Environment for Maniema. He and the
governor are actually lobbying for the park and report progress to us. According to
them the Prime Minister has said that he will sign it when it comes to his desk.
Our current assessment is to wait at least through March and then decide whether
or not some national publicity about the importance of the park might not be useful.
Activity 1.1.2 – Relocation of interior village outside the park: GFA (with funds from
KFW) has agreed to fund the process of moving the village of Obenge to the location
chosen by the chief, the old village site of Bangaliwa (=Obenge2) beyond the
northern border of the park and still on the Lomami River. Unfortunately GFA is
very slow about moving money. Our role in the process was to clear the site by
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cutting forest over the area required for building and then to build our own TL2
basecamp.
Unfortunately, because of the delay the village chief and a small group of her people
moved back to Obenge1 and began to put in gardens. During this time one of the socalled residents was involved in a poaching incident. Furthermore we realize that
the original Obenge will become established and ever more difficult to move, unless
provided with the elments necessary to move now.
We told the village that they we would start building our base camp and that they
could use it as a base. Furthermore we would build one house with tin roof just for
the chief. We would give residents of Obenge preferential employment for the
clearing and building and support them while they but in new gardens.
A core group are working with us now. We are optimistic for the future.
Activity 1.2.1 – Annual Management Plan : GFA uses its own documents for
establishing management of the park. At this point it is the annual PO or Operating
Plan. Last year we had no involvement in creating this plan and secondarily fit our
activities into its reporting structure. When we presented our results in this
structure to the ICCN and GFA in September, it was clear we had made important
progress and they, due to problems in moving money (and other problems), had
made very little. This year we insisted on modifying the PO. Most importantly
taking out a large number of consultants who allow GFA to spend a lot of money, but
do nothing as the “Strategies” are produced by the consultants. In December we
showed how their consultant creating “a strategy for monitoring the Park”, who
spent only three days in the Park and almost no time with us, had done a very
inadequate job. We hope this will end up changing their approach to setting up a
management structure.
We have been very clear that their most important contributions are (1) relocation
of Obenge (2) setting up the ICCN administration with park guards and (3) building
ICCN infrastructure.
Activity 1.3.1 – Recruit and train Park Guards: Like 1.1.2 this was an activity that
GFA was going to take on. The money that we originally allocated to it was to assure
that we had a role in recruitment and training. GFA affirmed in February that the
training would be underway within a few months and there would be guards before
the end of the year. At the Cocosi (park meeting) in September we said that the TL2
project was determined to use the small amount that it had for a first guard
formation. We are spending large amounts to mobilize the military to work with us
but it is not their job. They are more apt for short-term “sweeps” than daily
patrolling. We said that using local people, most of whom had already had
experience working for us, we could assure that no lengthy training in ecology of the
park was necessary. The recruitment and training were already initiated by the
next Cocosi, in the first four days of December.
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We are happy that there are 3 women among the trainees. The training is done by
an ICCN surveillance officer and experts from the FARDC training camp in Lokando
(Maniema).
This training will give us 25 armed park guards allowing us to reduce our reliance
on the military. Our hope is that it will also push GFA to rapidly start a training
program for another 50 park guards.
Activity 1.4.1 - TL2-led surveillance teams document threats in park: The best
information we have concerning change in threat level over the year is from the
1.4.1.1 maps of surveillance sectors and hunting results. At this point the best
estimate is from visual examination of the maps. These show a heavier
concentration of snares and active camps in the first half of the year than the second
half of the year. It important to note that compared to the south there has been
much less patrolling and over a smaller area in the north of the park. The basic
reason for this is poor security.
Activity 1.4.2 – Collaboration between PALL (aid to law enforcement) and
surveillance: There are two examples in 2015 where an infraction identified by the
surveillance teams in the park was then directly followed through by arrest and
punishment coordinated by the PALL team based outside the park.
Dossier Bafundo, July 1st 2015, a hunter with bonobo bushmeat, Gilbert Asanga was
first apprehended by TL2 patrol teams and then arrested by the military (FARDC).
He is still in prison.
Dossier Chombe Kilima, December 2015, a hunter Okende Musafiri was caught in
the Mpechi zone of the Lomami Luidjo sector of the park by a surveillance team led
by Junior Amboko. The hunter had a bonobo from his trap line. He was brought to
ChombeKilima village where PALL had sent law enforcement officers to bring him to
Kindu. He is now in prison.
Objective 2: Populations in two sectors along park border have stronger tenure of
resources in their forest with more patrolled and regulated hunting.
Activity 2.2.1_ Support ICCN and chiefs in discussions concerning management of
Reserves (forest on periphery of Park) : In Maniema our outreach team led by team
leader Maurice Emetshu showed INCEF film including one that brought up the
issues of land rights and control.
Activity 2.2.2_Support local chiefs who convene meetings to discuss common
hunting grounds: So far our collaboration with chiefs is strongest in the south,
Maniema Province. In the latter part of 2015 we travelled down the Lomami with
the Secretary of the Balanga Sector. He used strongly language than we ever would
have to warn the villages on the western limit of the park that they could not cross
the Lomami River to hunt in the Park. The Bangengele chief held a tambiko to
dispel foreign hunters from her chefferie. This latter according to her was very
successful as four people who resisted were struck by lightening soon afterwards.
TL2/Lukuru F14AP00620
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Custom again is strong (!) The Balanga chiefs have said that they will do likewise.
(these are represented in the Annexes)
Activity 2.2.3_ provide outreach to help explain local rights and need to protect
forest from abuse: An expert in village fish culture was brought in. He worked with
two local experts and travelled among the Balanga and Bangengele where numerous
villagers, over the last four years, had dug fish ponds. In most cases the ponds failed
due to the difficulties in stocking them. Beni, our expert, actually found other
problems as well in the construction of the ponds. Beni was enthusiastically
received but after he left, the bushmeat lobby tried to block the effort accusing the
TL2 project of seeking ancestral wealth. The minister intervened with a provincial
trip to the villages to explain the project and to remove the trouble maker (a single
person). Since then the project is progressing well.
Activity 2.2.4_ assist the village in demarcation. The request was for help marking
the limit of the park. We are not yet at the point of seeking limits for hunting zones.
The Balanga people north of the Loidjo junction wanted a clear limit where there
was no longer a natural limit (Loidjo). Our outreach leader, Maurice Emetshu, lead a
team that was part Balanga elders, part TL2 and part ICCN.
Activity 2.3.1_ provide training and materials for village monitors of hunting zones:
We still do not have hunting zones or any kind of official buffer zone statute;
nevertheless, a first group of more than 25 local people are being trained as park
guards. These local people have come from north and south parts of the park and
three women are among them. This is reported in 1.3.1 and 1.3.1.1. I believe it is
pertinent as the more that local people are involved in the management of the park
the easier it will be for them to envisage a structure outside the park to address
problems of forest management,
Activity 2.4.1_Faunal baselines established to allow evaluation of success of buffer
zone programs. Bonobo baselines for Bafundo (bufferzone) were reported
previously. A camera trap grid was also set up in the standard method that is being
used in the park at Losekola, E15, Boha and soon at Mpechi. (former two is in Tutu
sector and the latter two in Lomami-Luidjo sector) The intention is to be able to
develop indices that will allow some animals (duikers, Lesula, peacocks…possibly
others) to be monitored by camera trap.
Three of the four photos in 2.4.1.1 (an aardvark, a bonobo mother with baby, and a
giant pangolin) all indicate a persistence of wildlife in the uncontrolled Balanga
buffer zone. The fourth photo is of a blue duiker, the most hunting-resistant of the
duikers.
Objective 3 : Populations on park periphery experience greater security due to
control of criminal activity within the park
Activity 3.1.1_ the TL2 project provides support to park guards and military
working in collaboration for the conservation of PN Lomami. The project directs all
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the surveillance patrols that are accompanied by military or park guards (see
1.4.1.1). We also give the information used to direct sweeps meant to remove
poaching threats. For the joint operations we provide rations and information as
well as assuring communications. For the purely military operations (such as the
sweeps) we at least provide information and in some cases have provided some
financial support (for rations or transport or both).
Activity 3.2.1 This year, we followed through on cases of apprehended crime in or
around the park dealing with natural resources. Previously we would send
offenders to the provincial capital and then leave them in the hands of the National
Parks Agency. Generally offenders would pay a fine – or bribe – and be released.
Shotguns that were confiscated would be found soon afterwards hunting illegally
again. The TL2 project started a sub-project called PALL (Programme d’Application
des Lois dans la Lomami – Program for the Application of Laws in the Lomami). The
program leader, Leon Salumu, is based in Kindu and his assistant is based in
Kisangani. Both work with a network of anonymous informers as well as with a
close collaboration with trusted individuals within the law enforcement agencies
and provincial government.
The annexes are chosen to show the diversity of our work.
3.2.1.1. Pall kept the minister of the environment for Orientale province (now
Tshopo) closely informed during the October arrests of military associated with
elephant poaching and ivory transport. The minister gave this press review.
3.2.1.2. We bought air tickets to transfer the military apprehended with ivory to
Kinshasa for military trial there. We realized that in Kisangani there general would
be able to block the trial. In fact he blocked the transfer of the arrested captain and
lieutenant. Now more than three months later they are still in jail in Kisangani and a
higher level general is intervening on our behalf. Following through on these cases
takes a long term persistence.
3.2.1.3. A list of arrests made and what stage they are now at shows the follow
through as we have been able to provide it. So far arresting has been easier than
following through with trial and final conviction.
Activity 3.2.2 _ Publicize the proceedings, accusations, evidence and trials of all
arrested criminals. All arrests are publicized although this is almost always by radio
as there are no published papers in Kindu or Kisangani. The first annexe shows
(3.2.2.1.) the media present at two different arrests relative to bushmeat: one a
market women caught transporting a load of bushmeat during the closed season
and the second of a man arrested with four killed bonobos…totally protected
species. The second annex (3.2.2.2) shows the minister of Orientale (Tshopo)
addressing the media after the arrest of military associated with ivory trafficking
(see 3.2.1.1)
Activity 3.4.1 Develop multiple base camps (Bangaliwa, Elingagle, Bimbi). Of these
the only one underway is Bangaliwa . Dino Shwa’s report (3.4.1.2) and photos of
progress (3.4.1.1) are included in the annexes. It was decided in the February 2015
cocosi that the partners (Lukuru, GFA, GIZ) would work together to establish the
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new village of Bangaliwa (=Obenge2) to replace the original village of Obenge that
was inside park borders. GIZ could only make a contribution of some materials.
They bought and stored these at our Lukuru base camp in Kisangani. GFA was going
to do most of the building. The Lukuru role was to clear the site and build our own
base camp. However when we came to the end of the third quarter and GFA had still
made no progress we decided that we would start construction and work with the
population of the old village of Obenge encouraging them to settle and open gardens
while we supplied them with food and military protection. They would also be paid
as our workers. Furthermore one of the houses that we build would be strictly for
the chefitaine. This is now underway and it still does not seem that GFA is any
closer to starting construction.
Activity 3.4.2_Put small permanent base closer to park, in Opala. We are negotiating
with Senator Labama to rent his house in Opala and, as part of the deal, to finish
construction. Senator Labama helped us to convince the Mbole people to support
the park back in 2008. He is now a very old man, blind and unable to travel. He
lives in Kisangani and actually proposed to us that we rent his house, as he trusted
us to take care of it and to finish it. It will be our Opala base.
Objective 4: The ecology and conservation status of the park are better known and
monitored; information used in surveillance and to stimulate greater international
and national interest.
Activity 4.1.1_Initiate the elephant census in 2016. This is the priority orientation
for 2016 and in doing the elephant census we are going to concentrate TL2
resources and attention in the north part of the park. This is needed as the coverage
shown in our surveillance maps makes clear (1.4.1.1)
Activity 4.1.2 Carry out a second 3-month botanical survey. A plan inventory was
carried out for a total of four ha, each ha of 4,1/4 ha plots, in the new habitat that
had originally been called “periodically inundated forest and forest on watersaturated soils. The designation was passed on interpretation from satellite images.
Actually the area turned out to be forest on dry land, largely Gilbertiodendron
dewevrei forest, intersected with winding streams. A further ha was also done in
the forest on sand soils. (4.1.2.1). Specialists continue with the identifications of
collections made by Roy Gereau (Missouri Botanical Garden) and Marc Sosef (the
National Herbarium of Belgium at Meise). These are nearing completion (4.1.2.2).
Roy says that he will seek money for a return trip.
Activity 4.1.3. Train university graduates. In late 2014 we had a training for
university zoologists and in early 2015 a training for university botanists. Some of
the students that took part in these trainings have been hired either by us or by the
local ICCN. We have also taken on a few more university graduates that have asked
for internships. These are listed in the table below and some recent pictures are
included in 4.1.3.1
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Table 3. University graduates trained on Project started in 2015…ALL STILL ON
PROJECT
Name
Junior Amboko
Tresore Mbula
Jean Marie Bushiri
Hans Kayoka
Idefonse Bulembe
Reddy Shutsha
Modestine Kompanyi
Johnson Uyulu
Musesero Muyisa
Heritier Diamba
Annie Eshiba

Previous
evaluation
training
training
training
training
training
training
training
training
professor
thesis
on job

Start
date
Jan 2015
Oct 2015
July 2015
July 2015
July 2015
Mar 2015
Mar 2015
Mar 2015
Nov 2015
Nov 2015
Dec 2015

Current
position
Team leader TL2
ICCN -intern
employee
employee
employee
University intern
University intern
ICCN - intern
University intern
University intern
employee

Current
project
Camera traps
surveillance
surveillance
surveillance
Fish ponds
botany
botany
botany
botany
surveillance
Projet “jeton”

Explanation of table:
Team leader is a full employee of the project with a contract. Employee is someone
brought on recently and without a long term guarantee of employment. Intern
refers to someone with a profession, employment, or educational track elsewhere
whose work on the project presumably advances them or gives them pertinent
experience.
Activity 4.1.4 Extend bonobo monitoring to Mpechi block. The path system has
been set up in the Mpechi block (see map, Fig 3 for its location in the south of the
Park); however, heavy rains at the end of 2016 delayed moving forward with
camera traps and bonobo transects. This is be part of the program in the first half of
2016.
Activity 4.1.5_ have two camera trap grids on two different blocks. We actually
plan to have four grids running at once during 2016, two in the north of the TL2
landscape and two in the south. The ones in the north will be set up from the new
base camp at Bangaliwa and will be in the area surveyed for elephants during 2016.
These will hopefully include the Plateau block (map Fig 3 and possibly another
block not yet identified). The ones in the south will be at Mpechi and Emame blocks.
Each camper trap grid consists of 20 cameras and we are completing the order now
to make four grids at once possible.
Activity 4.2.1 Calculate and report animal presence and threats form the recces
(patrols).
The threats are reported in Annex 2, 1.4.1.1. Animal presence is being determined
now (data all collected) and the report is being written.
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Activity 4.2.2_Encourage guards on monitoring team. Wildcat has helped us bring
on military assistance in the interim, but park guards are a priority; therefore we
have carried out an initial recruitment and training – the training will be done by the
beginning of February 2016.
See activity 1.3.1 explanation above.
Activity 4.2.4 and 4.2.5_ Monitor the bushmeat trade and calculate and report the
results. A bushmeat study was carried out in Maniema starting in May and
continuing through the first month of the no-hunting season of July-September.
Road blocks with patrols were set up at the southern and northern road entrances
into Kindu and periodic controls were made of river traffic.
The results are currently under analysis.
Objective 5: The TL2 project, for another 10-20 yrs, has a motivated and
professional management and implementation team to carry on in the field and to
represent the project to authorities and donors; and a financial team to provide
oversight of project funds.
Activity 5.1.3_ bring on Congolese University graduates for field internship. We
have a particularly fruitful collaboration with Florida Atlantic University (FAU)
where Kate Detwiler’s lab is not only sending over students to learn more about
TL2’s primates, but is also hoping to help University Graduates recommended by us
to continue in graduate programs under her in Florida. A challenge is TOEFL
(English) and the GREs. AND of course funding!
Activity 5.2.1 Support PALL leaders or others for further internships. This has not
happened despite communication back and forth with PALF in Congo Brazzaville
and with Luc Mahot of Wildlife Conservation Justice in Gabon. I think that it has to
do with different expectations of what we need in terms of exposure for our PALL
directors and what they want in terms of collaboration from their trainees. They
might already have more trainees than they can accommodate from groups that fit
there terms for Eagle membership more closely.
Activity 5.3.1 Write up terms of agreement for volunteers and interns. Our
consultant Sarah Wilson, mentioned in activities 0.1.1 and 0.2.1, is currently writing
up forms to be signed by volunteers and interns and which clarify what is their
responsibility both in terms of costs and in terms of dangers and consequences.
Several international volunteers/interns came by this year and at least two of them
we would strongly encourage to return, but this would be after and/or during their
graduate work towards a masters or PhD. A couple photos in 5.3.1.1.
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Table 4. International volunteers and interns in 2015
Name
Max Graefen
Alex Pantelides
Rachel Brubaker
Peter Niehoff

Nationality
German
British
American
German

Stage in education
Finished undergraduate
Finished undergraduate
Finished undergraduate
Working on Masters

Time spent in TL2
3 months
2 months
5 months
5 months

Objective 6. A cross-agency program works to stop illegal natural resource
exploitation in and around the park
6.1.1 Bring on trainers or have top staff go out for training. In 2014 with the
encouragement of USFWS one of our staff, who was already effective in
communication with government agencies, Leon Salumu, was invited for training by
PALF. He spent six weeks and was enthusiastic about the close and effective
collaboration that PALF had engineered between informers, PALF operatives, and
the agencies of Law Enforcement in Congo Brazzaville.
A month later we met with Rodger Schlickeisen at USFWS in DC and he directed us
to a donor who might be interested in helping us to improve our capacity for law
enforcement in and around the Lomami National Park. Subsequent to this
important new funding Leon Salumu was able to build up a system of informants
and close collaboration for law enforcement with some of the law enforcement
agencies in Maniema Province (police, ANR or secret service and the military). We
were able to develop a similar initiative in Tshopo province (was Oreintale
Province) where our lead person is Robert Abani. We called this new initiative
PALL (Programme d’Appui à la Loi dans la Lomami)
Naftali of PALF thought that he would be able to make a trip to Congo early in the
year, but had other conflicts.
Naftali eventually sent us the documents to bring PALL on to the EAGLE network.
One of the benefits was that our people would get training through their network;
we were nevertheless hesitant to do so as we wanted to maintain control of where
and how PALL worked. DR Congo is a much larger country than the other countries
with Eagle members ; corruption is widespread and national but it is also very local.
To be effective we have to maintain our local orientation : PN Lomami and its larger
landscape. We found that to be the case for Robert Abani who originally took on a
provincial orientation. He was only able to follow complex cases once he focused
on the Lomami. Elephant poaching is complex.
EAGLE also measures success through numbers of arrests and publicity. It is very
useful to have a simple sort of MOV but we don’t want to put PALL or the TL2
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project in the open. For complicated cases and ones that move high up in the
hierarchy like the current case against a General in the Army who has a “preferred
status” because of political help to the current hierarchy. We are moving slowly
against him. And we are being successful; however, we want is removal from
Kisangani and we want him to be demoded. Lower level officers are in jail but I
doubt if he will be incarcerated.
We also don’t see how they can work with two different groups (project TL2 and
Eagle) evaluating what they are doing. Balancing reporting to TL2 with activities in
the field is already complicated. If we add the minimal monthly reporting required
by Eagle it would be too much of a weight.
We had hoped that EAGLE would be more a service organization trying to improve
our law enforcement capacity but they really want independent groups that connect
into a single network.
The result unfortunately is that we have not been able to benefit from the training
and exposure of groups with similar objectives.
6.1.2 Organize field missions and work with informants in and around the TL2
landscape.
There are four main orientations that PALL took this year:
1. Arrest of persons hunting, transporting or selling totally protected species—
in the south this was particularly bonobos;
2. Arrest of persons that are hunting, transporting or selling bushmeat during
the closed hunting season;
3. Breaking the elephant/ivory network through arrests of persons
transporting ivory and from there gathering more information to push for
the arrests of persons providing munitions and instructions on the one hand
and the persons actually hunting on the other hand.
4. Gather information about the African Grey Parrot trade in and through the
greater TL2 landscape in order to document the overexploitation and the
breaking of the agreed CITES quota. PALL got information from collection
points and shipping points and from traders. This information was published
and used at the recent 66th session of the CITES permanent comment. As a
result CITES has banned the purchase of African Greys coming from DR
Congo.
This required frequent trips to various smaller towns around the PN Lomami as well
as the two main centers: Kisangani in Tshopo Province and Kindu in Maniema
province. Leon made one trip to Kinshasa to follow through on the Ivory
investigations.
6.1.3. Assure media coverage of arrests. See 3.2.2
6.1.4 Assure the follow through at the judicial and punitive level. See 3.2.1.3 and
6.1.2.1
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The following Activity reports above and in Table 2 have further information about
PALL: 1.3.1; 1.4.1; 1.4.2; 1.5.1; 3.2.1; 3.2.2
d. and e. Objectives not met, problems and explanations
For much of the Cooperative agreement (Arcus, FCF, Wildcat) the first year ends at
the end of 2015. Because USFWS and Rainforest Trust go from the middle of one year
to the middle of the next, there remain items still to be funded in 2016 – for instance
the Elephant recensus.
I mention here three items we consider problematical. They were mentioned in the
last report. Clear progress has been made on 2 and some progress on 1 and 3.
Discussions below:
1. The National Park has not yet been declared (sub-obj 1.1)
2. No guard recruitment or training has been initiated by GFA/KfW (sub-obj 1.3
and by extension 1.4)
3. There has been very little concrete progress towards Community forests or
Hunting Zones (much of Objective 2)
1. National Park. Most of the important progress that we could contribute towards
gazettement, was made by mid-2015. Importantly, acquisition of the statute has
become a “political priority” for the governor of Maniema and his Minister of the
Environment. This assures some political pressure and does not need our
intervention. The governor wants the park to happen while he is governor. The
Prime Minister is also from Maniema and from the same village as the governor so
he has some leverage. From our distance it is hard to see what progress is being
made, but the minister of the environment of Maniema feels that it is only a matter
of time and we are hearing the same thing from ICCN now. As explained in Output
Explanation above, the legislation is now under review with the Prime Minister’s
cabinet.
2. Guard Recruitment was a problem in July. Working with ICCN we have now
helped recruit 30 students for guard training; however, the recruitment was
supposed to be carried out by GFA. As noted earlier, GFA’s problems might not be
entirely the fault of the GFA staff in Congo who contends to be frustrated at the
extremely heavy system involved in moving money and the perceived fearfulness of
the GFA and KfW authorities to take any action. Nevertheless, there were almost no
park guards in Lomami National Park; the most basic operations – such as patrols –
need armed accompaniment. Fortunately the Wildcat Foundation has made it
possible for us to work openly with the army. We have 30 elements from the
Maniema FARDC in accompanying patrols from our base camps, and 20, sometimes
more, in Orientale. We provide rations, transport and a small bonus.
When even at the end of November 2015, there was no progress toward guard
recruitment and training, we agreed with ICCN to do a preliminary training of 25
guards in the TL2 landscape. GFA will hopefully continue with a larger training in
2016 if they are able. This first training, which will be completed at the end of
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January 2016 has used mainly people trained first with our own staff so already
familiar with GPS, compass, monitoring requirements and the objectives of patrol
missions.
Rather than purely a problem of guard recruitment, we see this as evidence of a
more serious problem in collaboration with our partner, GFA. We are working on
keeping channels of communication open.
3. Community Forests/Hunting Zones. How to move towards an important level of
self-governance and land tenure in the buffer zone has been a very difficult
proposition from the beginning. It may be most successful if we work with someone
who is doing it as a semi-independent project (for instance a Master’s degree or a
PhD). We could also work on the buffer zone as several projects at once.
The populations in Maniema are ready for this (the chiefs have spoken about
wanting more control over their land), but the province will have to be convinced.
There is also a new national edict that makes local land tenure possible, but I
foresee that it will be complicated to determine the groups that “traditionally own” a
given hunting zone.
Some of the ways in which we are “set up” to make more progress in 2016: (1)
Through the FWS University support grants a Social Science professor will come to
do an initial evaluation of the situation in Maneima; (2)we will pursue the lead
given by the chiefs in Maniema where both concerned sectors have openly
expressed their desire to control the excessive hunting done by outsiders on their
traditional lands; (3) Rainforest Trust would like to support the creation of two
buffer zone Reserves on the west bank of the Lomami, in Tshopo with the Mbole and
with the Balanga west.
f. Assessment of the project’s impact.
Mainly in the output table (Table 2) and Output Explanation (above).
See independently sent Annexes associated with the Output table.
A few specific elements from 2015 pulled from outputs:
• Kilometers of surveillance patrol in 2015:
(Lomami-Luidjo = 4337, Courbure = 2918, Tshopo = 1029)
• numbers of snare lines where all found snares were removed :
(Lomami-Luidjo = 165, Courbure = 68, Tshopo = 12)
• number of students and interns working on project = 8
• number of wildlife crime arrests made in TL2 and facilitated by PALL =17
• number of new guards trained = 25 (training almost completed)
A more general assessment of our increasing ability to have an impact might be the
number of chiefs with whom our people regularly have contact. This number has
greatly increased, mainly because we have more top people out on the ground more
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of the time. In Maniema we are in regular contact with the chiefs from both
Secteurs, at least 6 chefs de groupement and their traditional administrations. Most
of our sub-projects are closely associated with them:
• tracing limits,
• fish ponds as an alternative activity,
• most arrests,
• the new project for identifying bushmeat that is caught on the west side of
the park and is brought to the east side (Projet Jeton) for sale. This will be
reported on in the next report.
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Figure 3. Map of Lomami Park and buffer area
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